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Abstract
Polymer with high ion conductivity is known for its widespread application, it is still a
challenge to improve the self-healing properties while still maintaining its high ion
conductivity. Herein, a p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA), self-healing copolymer with high ion
conductivity, is created by copolymerization of 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic
acid (AMPS), n-Butyl acrylate (BA), and N-(hydroxymethyl)acrylamide (NMA) in methanol.
Followed by membrane dialysis and evaporation of the solvent. Synthesis of p(AMPS) and
p(BA) are also done in the similar manner. The result shows that a p(AMPS-co-BA-coNMA), p(AMPS), and p(BA) are polymerized successfully. To know further about p(AMPSco-BA-co-NMA), p(AMPS), and p(BA) properties and structure, Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR), Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC), and tensile test are
conducted.
Introduction
Self-healing polymers with high ion conductivity are gaining massive attention in recent
years due to their wide potential in electronic devices. As the electrolyte is one of the key
components in electronic devices, such as in a lithium-ion battery, it is bound to go through
deformations that will eventually affect the effectiveness of the device. By adding self-healing
property, it would matter immensely on its endurance.
As shown in figure 1, p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA) is prepared by free radical
polymerization between AMPS, BA, and NMA with azobisdisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as the
initiator (Figure 2). AMPS is highly ionic conductive and has remarkable self-healing ability
(Diao et al., 2020), BA is flexible and has a great chain mobility (Wen et al., 2017), while NMA
is a thermal-triggered self-cross-linker and also has remarkable self-healing ability (Laysandra
et al., 2020).

Figure 1 p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA) structure.
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Figure 2(a) Free radical polymerization of AMPS and AIBN. (b) Free radical polymerization of
BA and AIBN. (c) Free radical polymerization of NMA and AIBN.
Due to the hydrogen bonding between AMPS (Figure 3), p(AMPS-co-BA) will have a
self-healing ability. Aside from that, AMPS has strong sulfonic and amide groups which are
conducive to the dissociation of lithium salts and can absorb large volumes of anions through
hydrogen bonding (Yang et al., 2020). This will affect greatly the conductivity of the polymer.

Figure 3 Hydrogen bonding between AMPS.
Aside from AMPS, NMA also has hydrogen bonding due its structure having N, O, and
H. This structure lets NMA to have a self-healing ability.
Motivation
To successfully synthesis and know the properties of self-healing polymer with high ion
conductivity p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA), p(AMPS), and p(BA).
Description of Research Work
A. Free Radical Polymerization
a. Free Radical Polymerization of p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA) are done by these steps:
1. Weigh AMPS, BA, and NMA with the ratio of 3:6:1
2. Pour BA and methanol (solvent) into round bottomed flask. Then input argon gas and
heat the liquid component.
3. Put AMPS, NMA, and AIBN (initiator) into Schlenk flask. Then in input argon gas and
vacuum solid components alternatingly for 45 minutes.
4. Mix together solid and liquid components then heat to 65°C and stir for 24 hours.
5. Purify in membrane (membrane dialysis) for 3 days. Change the solvent every 12 to 24
hours.
6. Evaporate to remove most of the solvent and store polymer.
b. Free Radical Polymerization of p(AMPS) are done by these steps:
1. Weigh AMPS with desired weight.
2. Pour methanol (solvent) into round bottomed flask. Then input argon gas and heat the
liquid component.
3. Put AMPS and AIBN (initiator) into Schlenk flask. Then in input argon gas and vacuum
solid components alternatingly for 45 minutes.
4. Mix together solid and liquid components then heat to 65°C and stir for 24 hours.
5. Purify in membrane (membrane dialysis) for 3 days. Change the solvent every 12 to 24
hours.

6. Evaporate to remove most of the solvent and store polymer.
c. Free Radical Polymerization of p(BA) are done by these steps:
1. Weigh BA with desired weight.
2. Pour BA and THF (solvent) into round bottomed flask. Then input argon gas and heat
the liquid component.
3. Put AIBN (initiator) into Schlenk flask. Then in input argon gas and vacuum solid
components alternatingly for 45 minutes.
4. Mix together solid and liquid components then heat to 65°C and stir for 24 hours.
5. Purify in membrane (membrane dialysis) for 3 days. Change the solvent every 12 to 24
hours.
6. Purify with precipitation method and use THF as the solvent.
7. Store polymer.
B. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR)
a. p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA)

Figure 4 NMR test result of p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA)

Figure 5 Structure of p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA)
As seen on figure 4, peaks a, b, c, and d are part of AMPS, peaks e, f, g, h are part of BA,
and peaks i and j are part of NMA.
Free radical polymerization of p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA) is done with the ratio of 3:6:1

sequentially using Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as the solvent. Based on the NMR data, this
copolymer has the AMPS:BA:NMA ratio of 0.31:0.63:0.06.
b. p(AMPS)

Figure 6 NMR test result of p(AMPS)

Figure 7 Structure of p(AMPS)
Figure 6 shows the result of NMR after removing what is detected as solvent and
impurities. The NMR test is done using DMSO as the solvent. Peaks a, b, c, d, and e shown
are parts of p(AMPS) structure shown in figure 7.
c. p(BA)

Figure 8 NMR test result of p(BA)

Figure 9 Structure of p(BA)
Figure 8 shows NMR test using toluene as the solvent. The high peaks at 7 ppm and 2 ppm
are suspected to be toluene. Peaks e, f, g, h shown are part of p(BA) structure shown in figure
9 even though there might be slight shifting.
C. Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC)
a.

p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA)

Mw= 2859286
Mn= 2334194
PDI = Mw/Mn = 1.22496

Figure 10 GPC test result of p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA)
b. p(AMPS)

Mw= 2229726
Mn= 1933271
PDI = Mw/Mn = 1.15334

Figure 11 GPC test result of p(AMPS)

D. Tensile test

Figure 12 Tensile test result of p(AMPS), p(AMPS) 24 h self-healed, and p(AMPS-co-BA-coNMA)
As shown in figure 12, the black line represents pristine p(AMPS), red line represents
p(AMPS) that has undergone 24 hours of self-healing, and blue line represents p(AMPS-coBA-co-NMA). Based on the figure, p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA) is hard and brittle because
AMPS and NMA cross-links, p(AMPS) is slightly softer than p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA),
while p(AMPS) 24 h self-healed is soft and tough. These 3 samples are 24 hours exposed to
air, which makes them to absorb water due to the presence of OH in AMPS and NMA
structure. p(AMPS) absorbs more water and became softer than p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA).
This happens because p(AMPS) is 100% AMPS and has more OH compared to p(AMPS-coBA-co-NMA) which is 30% AMPS and 10% NMA.

Conclusion
Synthesis of p(AMPS-co-BA) and p(AMPS) can be done in the same solvents, initiator,
and other conditions. While p(BA) cannot be polymerized under the same conditions with
p(AMPS-co-BA) and p(AMPS) since it will form two immiscible layers due its hydrophobic
properties even though the polymers are formed successfully. Changing the solvent to THF
and further purification with precipitation method is need to produce miscible p(BA).
By conducting NMR test, each polymer structures can be obtained and checked if the
synthesis is done successfully. NMR test also shows the ratio of copolymer. There might be
some unusually high peaks which are normally the solvents and shifting of the peaks might
happen. Based on the NMR test results, p(AMPS-co-BA) has a ratio of 0.31:0.63:0.06. While
p(AMPS) and p(BA) show that they have the right structure even though there are solvent
peaks visible and slight shifting.
GPC test provides information about the polymer’s weight average molecular weight
(Mw), number average molecular weight (Mn), and polydispersity index (PDI). The tests
show that p(AMPS-co-BA) has Mw= 2859286, Mn= 2334194, and PDI = Mw/Mn = 1.22496.
Meanwhile, p(AMPS) has Mw= 2229726, Mn= 1933271, PDI = Mw/Mn = 1.15334.
Tensile test provides information about mechanical properties of polymers such as tensile
strength, modulus of elasticity, hardness, elongation, and fatigue limit. The figure shows that
p(AMPS-co-BA-co-NMA) is hard and brittle, p(AMPS) is slightly softer than p(AMPS-coBA-co-NMA), while p(AMPS) 24 h self-healed is soft and tough.
These properties of polymers and copolymers are important for future studies regarding
solid electrolyte in battery application. By conducting various tests, the perfect mixture of
copolymers can be chosen according the required criteria.
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